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Extrinsica Office Anywhere® enables SMEs to securely access complete IT infrastructure from anywhere in
the world
Bicester, UK, 9 April 2008: Extrinsica Global today announced that it has enabled small businesses to
slip the shackles of expensive IT infrastructure with the launch of Extrinsica Office Anywhere®. A
sophisticated, on-demand, virtualised service, Extrinsica Office Anywhere® enables users to outsource
their entire IT facility to a highly experienced third-party with UK Govt credentials – Extrinsica
Global.
Extrinsica Global has extensive experience of working with some of the UK Government’s most technically
complex and secure departments to deliver large scale remote applications systems – with cutting-edge
virtualisation technology. Now, with Extrinsica Office Anywhere®, the company is offering UK businesses
the same levels of functionality and security - as a service.
Designed to enable smaller and mid-sized businesses to access and benefit from enterprise-class systems
– at a fraction of the cost – Extrinsica Office Anywhere ® provides a secure gateway to a
company’s entire IT infrastructure via the internet. Extrinsica Office Anywhere® can be accessed from
any location, with any PC - even via USB memory stick.
Extrinsica OfficeAnywhere® provides:
-Your complete IT system - accessible anywhere, anytime
-Access from any computer via a USB memory stick
-Remote access to all your business critical systems from any location in the world
-Access to files, folders, email, calendar, contacts and more
-Inclusive technical support
-World class data protection with multi-layered physical security
-Reduced IT expenditure – provided as service - everything you need for a fixed low monthly cost with
no set up costs
-Hassle-free software upgrades
-XDA and smart phone compatibility with fully-functional applications (not mobile cut-downs!)
Simon Smith, managing director of Extrinsica Global commented: “Extrinsica Office Anywhere brings
top-flight, remote access innovation to small businesses. Traditionally such technology was only feasible
for large, major corporations with a budget to match.”
He continued: “IT is a headache for many, if not all, organisations. Equipment, maintenance and
technical support can prove very costly and time consuming to manage, not to mention the hassle and
security implications of enabling remote access. What Office Anywhere® does is provide a sophisticated
virtual IT facility which is managed for you and available whenever and wherever it is needed.”
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About Extrinsica Global
Extrinsica Global aims to change the way businesses tackle IT. With expertise in the design,
implementation and management of large-scale, secure remote application systems – using cutting-edge
virtual machine and virtual applications software – Extrinsica Global now uses this expertise to bring
the outstanding business benefits to all businesses in an accessible and affordable way.
www.extrinsicaglobal.com
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